Dear Mrs. Droste,

We have selected a few international opportunities that might be interesting for students at Universität Bremen.

Please share this email and/or the attachments with your students as soon as possible since the campaigns are already active.

---

**Junior Quality Engineer - Internship - Bosch**
Cernusco sul Naviglio, Italy - Published: 28/05/2021
Looking for: Internship, Engineering, English, German, Italian - Number of applicants: 0

Job Description
What will you take care of?
As a Junior Quality Engineer you will be part of the Quality Management & Methods office, in our Head Quarter in Cernusco sul Naviglio (MI). You will give a cross support impacting al...

[View details and apply >>](#)

---

**SAP Basis Engineer (w/m/d), 100 - Deutsche Telekom**
Switzerland - Published: 26/05/2021
Looking for: Engineering, German, English - Number of applicants: 0

Segment: T-Systems Schweiz AG
Stellen-ID: 1xxxx4
Land: Schweiz
Bundesland: Bern || Schweiz : Bern || Schweiz : Zürich
Standort: Zollikofen || Schweiz : Bern : Zollikofen || Schweiz : Zürich : Glattpark (Opfikon)
Erforderliche S... [View details and apply >>](#)

---

**Technische Trainee / Technischer Trainee im Hochbau - Strabag**
Austria - Published: 31/05/2021
Looking for: Internship, Engineering, German - Number of applicants: 0

Ihre Aufgaben
* Absolvierung eines ca. 15
Monate dauernden Praxis- und Entwicklungsprogramms
* Sich vertraut machen mit
Aufgaben und Arbeitsabläufen in der Sparte Hochbau
* Unterstützung der Gruppen-
und Bauleitung bei div... [View details and apply >>](#)

---

**German speaking finance intern - VOI Technology**
Stockholm, Sweden - Published: 26/05/2021
Looking for: Internship, Finance, German, English, Swedish - Number of applicants: 1

In two short years Voi has grown from a startup to a multi-million company with subsidiaries in 11 European markets. On this journey we have built a professional finance function and this summer we have a really exciting intern... [View details and apply >>](#)
Inside Sales Executive Intern - German Speaker - Uniplaces
Work from home - Published: 29/05/2021
Looking for: Internship, Sales, German, English - Number of applicants: 0
Uniplaces is building a trusted, global brand for students. We believe in empowering student mobility and we have started by making the process of finding accommodation easier. We’re solving real life pains and we’re backed by...  View details and apply >>

Junior Actuarial Analyst with German - MMC
Warsaw, Poland - Published: 28/05/2021
Looking for: Internship, Finance, German, English - Number of applicants: 0
Company: Mercer
Description: Mercer is seeking candidates for the following position based in the Warsaw office: Junior Actuarial Analyst with German
What can you expect?
The Junior Actuarial Analyst is mainly responsible for p...  View details and apply >>

INTERN - Business Analyst Order Management with German - Atos
Sofia, Bulgaria - Published: 29/05/2021
Looking for: Internship, Management, German, English - Number of applicants: 0
Atos is a global leader in digital transformation with 120,000 employees in 73 countries and annual revenue of EUR 13 billion. European number one in Cloud, Cybersecurity and High-Performance Computing, the Group provides end-t...  View details and apply >>

See all job offers >> 92,576 jobs and internships in 137 countries. Over 100 new ones every day.

We hope you find this useful. Please don’t hesitate to reply to this email if you have any questions or if you want to stop receiving this newsletter.

All the best,

Philippe
The iAgora Team
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